The PLC SEL DEI Climate Survey
Metrics: Create Baseline, Set Goals, Report Progress!
How It Works:
This is a customized survey that may be given to staff, students and/or families. We will provide relevant, detailed
questions in relation to ten critical categories. Districts and schools may select from these questions, customize verbiage
and as well, develop their own questions. We do all the work – we set it up, collect the data and deliver high-impact
reports which will help you move your district and schools forward! Take advantage of these solid metrics.
About School

AS

Relationships/Connections

RC

Choices/Decisions

CD

Safety

SF

Personal Skills

PS

Attitude/Outlook

AO

Family Connections

FC

Diversity and Equity

DV

Health and Wellness

HW

Community Supports

CS

We know that students, staff, and families are in challenging
times…Now is the time to gather this critical information, so
we know where we are and what is needed.
PLC will create the links, deliver your reports, and work with
you to analyze results and plan forward.
The SEL DEI Climate Survey is an excellent instrument for
establishing baseline, creating goals and monitoring progress
in supporting students’ needs in these critical areas.

Surveys may be set up with unique questions for each stakeholder group:
Student Climate Survey: Excerpt
DV79. Students say they feel included and “part of the group/school.”
AO62. I believe I can change my circumstances if I try.
PS46. I am not distracted in class by student inappropriate behavior.
DV81. Students say that staff do not show any preconceived bias toward any student group.
CD33. I believe I am a good at making the right choices.

Students
38%
41%
52%
55%
31%

Or, the data may include similar questions asked of each group with a comparison crosswalk.
SEL DEI Climate Survey: Excerpt From Crosswalk
RC1. Staff and students listen to each other.
AS2. Students and staff treat each other with respect.
PS3. Students have coping skills to work through challenges.
DV4. We talk about the importance of understanding and accepting each other.
HW5.This school helps students develop healthy habits, physically and emotionally.
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Staff
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Student
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Family
49%
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51%
75%
82%

